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EXPONENT
"Let us dare to read, think, speak and write." - John Adams

February 20,1991, Wednesday

The University of Alabama in Huntsville

UAH BUDGET Part III: How will Budget Reductions Affect the University?
by Marian Delaney Sampson
editor
The exponent recently asked adminis
trators on campus how budget reductions
would effect their area. Some of their re
sponses are listed below.
Dr. B. Jeanne Fisher, vice president of
Student Affairs, said that she has lost a
position in the counseling department.

Dr. B. Jeanne Fisher
"That person was handling all handicapped
services and doing personal counseling," she
said. "Because we are required by law to have
someone designated as a 504 officer, we have
reassigned duties within the office of Stu
dent Development to cover this."
Student Development is responsible for
all handicapped, personal counseling, tu
toring and orientation. These services are
provided by two professional staff now
according to Fisher.
"This has put a strain on our staff and we
are looking at further options. Each year the
demand for these services has increased,"
she said.
Besides student development, Student
Affairs also includes Career Services, Ath
letics, the University Center, the Book
store, the Charger Cafeteria, the SGA,
ACE, Pegasus, Shadows and the exponent.
Fisher said that the SGA, ACE and stu
dent publications receive student activity
fees that are enrollment driven. While these
areas have not had their budgets reduced
they have received level funding.
In the Athletics Department money has
been cut in positions, scholarships and
equipment. She said, "We lost money in the
University Center and in Spragins for in
creased
hours
of
operations."
Student Affairs also lost money for com
mencement activities. "We have had to cut
back," Fisher said, "But we are trying to
deliver the same level of programs and
services. Our staff has had to do more with
less. We have eliminated travel to profes
sional development functions. I hope that
services to students will not have to be cut

Tenbrunsel said that the budget process
further."
for
next year has not begun yet. "We have
Dr. Thomas Tenbrunsel, vice president
carefully for this year. We are
budgeted
for Advancement oversees an area that in
trying
not
to
reduce those capabilities [such
cludes University Relations, Media Services,
as
Post
Scripts
and the UAH magazine]that
Advancement, Alumni Affairs, and Devel
improve our image and our ability to inter
opment.
He said that in response to the budget act with the local and national media. My
reductions, "essentially we have frozen all staff is extremely competent and they are
picking up the slack."
of our positions."
Dr. Ron Koger, assistant vice president
The key position frozen is the fund-rais
ing position according to Tenbrunsel. it is
the most significant. We do not have a

According to MacManus, "These may be
students who are already receiving aid."
MacManus said that there will be not
reduction in services to students. "Every
thing possible is being done to see that no
one is released," he said. "Primarily our
budget reduction is being done by capturing
salary savings."
He said, "Primarily this is a one-time
deferral. In the colleges equipment pur
chases are being deferred. There will be an
accreditation visit next year in Engineering

director of development," he said. "As long
as we are not up to our funding maximum

Dr. Ron Koger
for Enrollment Management said, "We may
be forced to do things smarter than we have
been doing them in the past. We do nothave
to work harder but we do have to work

every time we add someone in development
we add $500,000 to $900,000 to our fund
ing, according to national surveys. This is
true as long as there is revenue to be raised."
According to Tenbrunsel, "UAH is on a
shoe-string right now" as far as funding is
concerned.
Tenbrunsel says that there is no anticipa
tion of reducing staff or student workers in
his area, "If we are not pro-rationed again."
He said, "My budget has been cut by 17
percent this year. At this time the policy we
are under is recovering every vacancy credit.
We are operating now with three vacant
positions. This is seen as temporary for this
year."
"I am asking people to attend to some
prioritized dutiesand asking people in other
areas of campus to assist in fund-raising,"
he said. "I have the cooperation of the
president, the provost and the deans. They
are all allocating specific hours each week
to fund-raising."
Tenbrunsel said, "People in my area are
being asked to work harder until we turn the
corner. My staff is responding well. I have
taken a major role in fund-raising myself."
According to Tenbrunsel student activi
ties will not be cut,"We are trying to protect
the bare essentials for public relations, and
opportunities for fund-raising [such as the
humanities campaign], and seeing that the
basic needsfor alumni and the student groups
that serve this University so well are met."

smarter."
He said, "there has been no discussion of
reducing class schedules or the number of
faculty. I do think that academic programs
will be reviewed for viability, however.
According to Koger, "At this point in
time, speaking only for my area, we may
have to reduce staff in the next 12 to 18
months. My biggest concern is that we will
have to cut personnel costs by reducing the
number of student workers. It is an area of
big costs. But it would be counter-produc
tive to reduce it. Since students often use the
money they earn to pay their tuition we
would lose a worker and a student."
"We will not be replacing students or
staff who leave their positions," Koger said.
"We will not be purchasing new equipment.
We are trying not to reduce service to stu
dents. however we have cut back on photo
id's. At the current time the plans are to
maintain student services. They are even
improving in some areas. We are now mail
ing registration cards. We mailed early to
save on postage."
Dr. Sam MacManus, associate vice
president for Academic Affairs/ Budget &
Planning, said that there will be a reduction
in tuition scholarships of $150,000.
He said, "Because graduate research as
sistants are paid out of contract funds this
does not affect us as much as it might have.
But it means that five or ten graduate stu
dents will not have their tuition paid."

so that is where the bulk of the engineering
money is going. The other colleges are
being asked to do with less."
"We are uncertain about what is going to
happen next year," he said. "We have asked
the deans to hold back five percent on next
year's salary projections and not to fill
some positions so we can go into next year
better than we did this year."
While deans may selectively "not fill"
positions, these positions are not being lost
according to MacManus. "We are just de
laying hiring," he said.
UAH chose not tocut 3.72 percent across
the board in the latest budget reduction this
year [caused by pro-ration], according to
MacManus.Instead the University is trying
to "capture some indirect cost recovery
(ICR) money. ICR money is being used in
different ways," he said. For example Re
search has "donated $500,000."
"The operating expenses are barebones in
the colleges," he said.
Asked if it wasgoing to get better he said,
"Yes, it is already better. We know where
we are now. Next year the uncertainty is all
in revenues. If there is a reasonable increase
from the state then we will be able to man
age without staff and faculty lay-offs. There
might be some pressure for slight tuition
increases. President Moquin is working hard
at seeing that.this University comes out of
this year better than it went into it."
In PART IV of the Budget series the exponent
will present interviews with the Deans and Di
rectors.
Photosby Terrell Joiner.
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Discovery Lecture: UAH Beamed Around America
by Sean Chenow'eth
reporter
UAH was the host site of a Discovery
Lecture Series funded by Digital Equipment
Corporation. The lecture was broadcasted
live from UAH via satellite on Wed., Feb
13. Hundreds of universities and businesses
tuned in.
Dr. Gregory B. Olson, professor at
Northwestern University in Evanston, Illi
nois, discussed new advances in metallurgy
and how these new materials were being
utilized. The Miracle by Design Lecture
was held in the plush new Administrative
Science Building Auditorium. Dr. Olson
got his masters and doctorate degrees from
MIT. He specializes in developing new,
ultra high-strength steels. The entire Infi

nite Voyage series is being aired on PBS.
Dr. Olson said that the goal of engineering
design is to combine processing, structure,
and elemental properties to achieve per
formance of a new material.
The focal point of his discussion was
martensitic transformation of metals.
Martensite is a phase that forms as a result
of diffusionless solid-state transformation.
The crystal structure changes by a slight
shift in the atom locations, which alters the
stacking sequence of close-packed planes.
Martensite reactions are athermal, which
means they depend only on the temperature,
not the time. Martensite reactions often
proceed rapidly, at speeds approaching the
velocity of sound in some materials. Dr.
Olson stressed the importance of the elec
tron microscope in his research to under

stand the detailed structures of martensite
materials. Dr. Olson said, " Tnrough
American theory and Japanese experiments,
martensitic materialsare being understood."
Some other tools being used by Dr. Olson
are supercomputers to model the structures
of theoretical materials before they arecon
structed. A field ion microscope allows him
to see atomic structure of a material. Then
a mass spectrometer is used to produce
images of atoms on a more detailed level.
Dr. Olson hay been working on a special
problem with the space shuttle. Hydrogen
fuel causes steel to become brittle and crack,
which is a possible source for the fatal
hydrogen leaks. He has been working on a
process to makesteel resistant to hydrogen.
There are phosphorous impurities in steel
that make it vulnerable to the brittling af

fects of hydrogen. Steel is being fortified
with lanthanum to restructure the phos
phorous. Thus making the space shuttle's
fuel system less corrosive.
Dr. Olson and a student group at North
western developed a new alloy for bearings
in the oxygen and hydrogen turbofuel pumps
of the shuttle's main engine. Iron, nickel,
cobalt, vanadium, carbon and molybdenum
were usedin the martensitic bearings for the
space shuttle.
Dr. Olson closed the Discovery Lecture
by saying the reason why he went into
material science as a career was that he
could hold the experimental material in one
hand and the finished product in another.
A reception was held in the UC Exhibit
Hall after the lecture, sponsored by the
Digital Equipment Corporation.

Black History ForumPanel: "African-Americans and the Bill of Rights"
by Marian Delaney Sampson
c'Tor
On Wednesday night, February 13, a
panel discussed the topic"Black Americans
and the Bill of Rights: A Critical Assess
ment."
Panelists were Lynn Sherrod, Assistant
District Attorney for Madison County,
Edwin Hill, Director of the HuntsvilleMadison County CAA, Dr. James Johnson,
professor of Political Science at A&M, and
President emeritus S .C. Neal of Drake State
Technical College.
Dr. L. E. Williams, moderator, introduced
the panelists.
Sherrod was the first speaker. She quoted
James Johnson, "Our Constitution isclay in
the potter's hands - that potter is the people."
She said that in the year the Constitution
was developed in Philadelphia, a group of
African-Americans were treated so badly in
the same city in a Methodist Church,they
went out and formed the AME.
She said that over 10,000 amendments
have been proposed to the Constitution in
Congress.Of these, 33 went to the states for
ratification. Of the seven that were rejected,
Sherrod said four dealt with AfricanAmericans, women and blacks - "groups
not represented by the 55 men in Philadel
phia."
Sherrod said that the Constitution betrayed
the Declaration of Independence. She said
the framers did not form a truly democratic
government, "It wasn't until 1863 with the
Emancipation Proclamation that the con
stitution was truly inclusive."
"America did not invent the Bill of
Rights," she said, "The Bill of Rights was
another step of many. The Constitution was

THE

not perfect when it was framed and it still is
not."
"As long as the issue of race remains on
everyone's mind, we have not achieved
equality," Sherrod said, "Black people are
moving from a demand for civil rights to a
demand for complete civil equality within
the general political economy of this nation."
Hill began by saying that the views he
was going to express were prohibited from
being published in any form by any reporter.
The exponent will accede to his request.
Johnson asked, "How blacks can relate to
the Bill of Rights?"
He said that in the summer of 1983 he
participated in seminars on the subject of
the Constitution and Black Americans. He
said that one of the things that stayed with
him was that the constitution had very little
significance for blacks until after the Civil
War.
"Not even the Bill of Rights, being es
sential for liberty, had impact on the status
of blacks until after the Civil War," Johnson
said.
According to him, the 13th, 14th and 15th
amendments constituted a new Bill of Rights
for blacks. He said that even these did not
guarantee democracy for blacks and that
this was subject to whims until the Supreme
Court decision of 1954.
Johnson quoted Justice Thurgood
Marshall as saying that he [Marshall] did
not find the founding fathers' wisdom, gen
erosity and foresight particularly sound.
"The government they devised was de
fective from the start and required several
amendments and a Civil War to straighten it
out," he said.
"'We the people' did not include Afri-
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FRESHMAN HONORARY

ANNOUNCES
THE 1991
JO ANNE J. TROW
AWARD COMPETITION
FOR OUTSTANDING
SOPHOMORE
MEMBER

Applications are available during winter term in the
Department of English office, Morton Hall. Submit
completed applications to Dr. Stephen Szilagyi,
Department of English, on or before 1 March.

can-Americans....it started with a contra
diction," Johnson said.
According to Johnson, the 14th amend
ment was the first that gave rights to blacks.
He said, "Some people tell us those
amendments were not passed for blacks,
they were passed for all people...white
people had their civil rights...surely these
amendments did not have to be passed for
white people."
Johnson said he agreed with Justice
Marshall that the "credit does not belong to
the framers of the Constitution, but to those
who refused to acquiesce."
"This country owes African-Americans a
great deal," he said, "for the role they played
and continue to play in the struggle."
ONeal said, "They said it all."
•He began by listing the first ten amend
ments to the Constitution. "When we think

of the Bill of Rights, we are driven back to
1215 when King John was forced to sign the
Magna Carta. A great charter ...a charter of
liberties. At times in their history of being in
America, Black Americans have been
subject to violations of their rights."
"For Black Americans, the real meaning
of the Bill of Rights has come through their
struggle." ONeal said, "We must continue
to work. Citizenship is the highest political
office a person can hold."
ONeal talked about political rights, eco
nomic opportunities and the excessive
spending abroad in the War in the Persian
Gulf.
After the panel's presentations, there was
aquestion-and-answerperiod. Although the
panel requested dialogue, there was very
little response from the audience.
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VIOLENCE IN DATING

A Live Broadcast
Will be Presented
in the
UC EXHIBIT HALL
Tuesday, February 26, 1991
Noon-3:00 p.m.
+FREE TO ALL+

For More Information Call:
895-6203

sponsored by
Student Development Office §g|
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Shields on Washington and Lincoln
by Joyce Anderson Maples
University Relations
Without a doubt, George Washington, at
age 259, and Abraham Lincoln, at age 182,
remain the two most popular American
presidents of our nation, according to Dr.
Johanna Shields, professor of history at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville. But
although Washington was our first Presi
dent and considered "the father" of our
country, Lincoln is his equal in popularity.
"Lincoln had an innate sense of wit,
wisdom and humility. He was the common
person's president, someone the people
could respond to," Shields said.
Nearly 100 years and 14 presidents came
between theadministrations of Washington
and Lincoln, but surprisingly, the two men
led strikingly similar lives.
Both were towering figures, in their
physical statureas well as their accomplish
ments. They were born into relatively poor
families, farm land comprising the bulk of
the family assets.
As youngsters, Washington and Lincoln
were naturally inquisitive and both liked
attention, said Shields. While his father and
stepmother were away from home, Lincoln
would often entertain his brothers and sis
ters, and anyone else who would listen by
mimicking preachers and telling tall tales.
As a young boy Washington liked to count
and measure and fancied being a surveyor.
While living with his half-brother, he would

"survey" fields while his brother's guests
observed him. In later years, Washington
and Lincoln both earned a living as survey
ors.
"Neither men were scholars. What little
education they received in their formative
years was sparse at best," said Shields. "As
an adult, Washington wasn't interested in
furthering his education. He seldom read
unless there was a practical reason. Lin
coln, on the other hand, was a close student
of politics and he was always inspired by
Shakespeare's works." At the age of 22,
Lincoln's quest for understanding and selfadvancement began in earnest. It didn't
stop until the day he died.
When it came to matters of the heart,
neither man was at ease.
"Although Washington seems to have
become interested in women at a much
earlier age than Lincoln, both were awk
ward with women," Shields said. "Lincoln
thought he was unattractive and believed no
woman would seriously consider him for
marriage. Both ended up marrying women
who were second choices, and both made
marriages that advanced their fortunes."
Although Washington was in love with
Sally Fairfax, the wife of his good friend
and neighbor William Fairfax, he married
Martha Dandridge Custis, a wealthy widow
with two children. Lincoln was smitten by
Ann Rutledge, the daughter of a tavern
keeper, but she died after a brief illness. He

took her death unusually hard and friends
feared he would attempt suicide. After a
lengthy courtship and a broken engage
ment, Lincoln married socialite Mary Todd.
According to Shields, both Washington
and Lincoln were plagued by recurring ill
nesses from adolescence through their en
tire lives. Washington was ill frequently,
sometimes at the point of death. Lung dis
ease ran in his family, and many of his
relatives died of consumption. As a young
man he had a severe case of mumps which
may have caused him to become sterile. He
also suffered from malarial fever, pleurisy,
smallpox, severe headaches and head pains,
blindness and hearing loss. Washington also
suffered often from toothaches. The tooth
aches became so severe he had to have his
teeth pulled and a dental plate made by a
silversmith.
Lincoln was prone to sudden attacks of
depression and hypochondria throughout
his life. These attacks started when he was
a young man and became more noticeable
as he grew older. When they occurred, he
oftentimes used humor to shake the attacks
of despondency. Lincoln also was threat
ened by tuberculosis.
Outwardly, both Washington and Lin
coln appeared to be religious men.
Washington's religious denomination was
Episcopalian and he attended church duti
fully several times a year. However, he
didn't particularly believe in religion for

©DG 1989

himself, but he did think it was good for
common people. Interestingly, he referred
to "Providence," never mentioning "Jesus
Christ."
The first book Lincoln read was the
Bible. He loved to quote passages and
parables from the Bible, and used the homi
lies often during his presidency to make a
point. He was well respected as a religious
man and president, but he never converted
to any institutionalized religion or was af
filiated with any church, Shields said.
Throughout history, both men have been
depicted as larger than life - Washington
more so than Lincoln. But there are limits to
that view. Both men were mortal and there
fore prone to mortal frailties like anyone
else. While Washington was idolized as
president, Lincoln was subjected to con
stant verbal abuse throughout his adminis
tration. He once said that instead of finding
glory in holding the highest office in the
land, he found only "ashes and blood."

35 UAH Students called to Active duty During the Fall and Winter Terms
The following students have been called
to active duty from UAH: Thomas S. Avery,
Christopher T. Brown, Scott J. Caddell,
William M. Davis, Sherman R. Harms, Mark
S. Hughes. Ross Jamison, GlendaM.

Kitchen, Michael C. Lambert, Robert A.
McManus, Robert Shayne Mullins, Michael
Rembert, Ian H. Ranberg, Donald E.
Turrentine, Victor C. Leto, Alicia E. Beck,
Mark L. Bell.Marilyn M, Boster. Cheryl D

THE LECTURE SERIES ON ISSUES
CONCERNING THE PERSIAN GULF CRISIS
PRESENTS

THE ROLE OF THE
MEDIA IN WAR
SPEAKERS
Edna Johnson, Department of Journalism,
Auburn University
David E. Whillock, Department of
Communication Arts, UAH
MODERATED BY: Walter Peacock, Department
of Sociology, UAH

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20,1991
8:15 P.M.
FRANCES ROBERTS RECITAL HALL
UAH CAMPUS

THE PUBLIC IS WELCOME TO ATTEND
SPONSORED BY UAH ACADEMICS FOR AN
INFORMED RESPONSE TO THE PERSIAN
GULF CRISIS
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL 895-6190.

Contino, Timothy W. Cox, Patrick A.
Crawford, Gregg A. Cunningham, Brian D.
Kinslow, Paul L. Lindsley, Philip J. Ryan,
Ted W. Theis, John R. West, Charles A.
Wratchford, Charles A. Brocato, Gregory

P. Hickok, Terri McRae, Terry A. Troy,
Scott Wright, Linda Bufford and James
LaPointe.
If you know of other UAH personnel
called to
duty, notify the exponent.

History Forum Wraps Up
by Kim Ann King
University Relations
The 1991 UAH History Forums wraps
up with the following lectures, which are
free and open to the public:
Tuesday, February 26: "Is the Soviet
Union Really Disintegrating?" with Edgar
Melton, Assistant Professor of History,
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio. Can
the Soviet Union survive as a single state?
Will its many nationalities tear it apart? To

be held in the auditorium of Roberts Hall
from 12:30 pm to 1:30 pm.
Tuesday, March 5: "Perestroika: Another
Impossible N.E.P. (New Economic
Policy)?" with Marcelline Hutton, Profes
sor of History, University of Texas at El
Paso. Are President Gorbachev's plans in
fact workable? Does the outcome of Lenin's
plans in the 1920s help us understand what
may happen to Gorbachev's in the 1990s?
To be held in the auditorium of Roberts Hall
from 12:30 pm to 1:30 pm.

Colossal Changes in the Charger Cafe Coming
Patrick Allen, food service manager for
the Charger Cafe, has announced some
changes. From now on, breakfast will be
served until 10:15 a.m.
In addition to the time change, there will
be a change in some of the menu selections.

There will now be a daily breakfast special.
At lunch and dinner time, patrons may
select a small salad instead of one of the
vegetables that come with the entree. An
other change will be that a baked potato can
be substituted for french fries.

FOR FACULTY AND STAFF
TO THE BURSAR'S OFFICE
YES, I want to be a part of the
new and improved exponent.
Here is my voluntary contribution of:
• $5 • $10 •$20 • Other

signed
send or bring to exponent, UC Room 104, UAH,
Huntsville, AL 35899
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Lapointe Called Up
by Marian Delaney Sampson
editor
James Lapointe, 24 year old sophomore
Biology student and recently appointed SG A
legislator, has had to resign from UAH and
the SGA because he has been recalled to
active duty.
Lapointe stopped by the exponent office
for an interview on Thursday, February 14,
while exiting campus.
"The activation is fine with me, I wanted
to go. I wasn't sure my unit would be
activated and thought that I might have to
switch units because I was really gung-ho,"
he said.
"I never got a chance to do anything while
I was in the Army. I came in right after
Grenada in '84 and got out just before
Panama in '88," Lapointe said.
"Even if I didn't agree with the war, I
would want to go, but I do agree with what
we're doing 'cause we have to fight them
now or fight them later," he said.
"I cannot condemn protesting a war if the
protesters feel they are right," he said, "I'm
glad that the majority of Americans are
supporting the troops. It is not unpatriotic to
criticize the government, but I am gld that
the protesters are separating the two is
sues."
Lapointe was on active duty with the
82nd Airbornefor four years. Heis currently
in the l/20th SFG (ABN) 1st SF, a Special
Forces group of the Alabama Army National

James Lapointe

Photo by David Rogers

Guard. He has been ordered to active duty
as of February 20 for 12 months, unless
sooner released orextended. Heexpected to
be in Fort Bragg, NC by February 16.
At UAH, he has been a member of the
Biology club, the Honors Program and the
UAH Scholarship Committee. Lapointe
hopes to pursue graduate study in the medi
cal field. His other interests include racquetball, studying, running, travel, wres
tling, swimming and scuba diving.

Administrative Science
Career Information Day

Free Tax Help
The UAH Accounting Club is
sponsoring a program to assist students
and members of the surrounding
community with their income taxes.
Volunteers have been trained and tested by
the Taxpayer Services Division of the
IRS in order to participate in the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA)
program. Assistance ranges from
answering questions about income taxes
to actually filling out the federal and state
income tax forms.
These services are offered free of
charge to anyone who needs help with
income taxes. Volunteers will be
available from 10:00 am to 1:00 pm in
the UC Lobby on February 25 & 26.
Anyone who would like assistance with
income taxes is asked to bring their W-2
forms and any other pertinent tax
information during these times. For more
information about VITA call Teresa Hall
at 828-3556.

Not sure what you want to do after col
lege? Then you won't want to miss out on
the sixth annual Administrative Science
Career Information Day on Wednesday,
February 20, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in
the lobby of University Center. You can
learn about how to prepare for a career in
business.
There will be displays describing each
discipline offered at the College of Admin
istrative Science and the career opportunitie&available within each field. Workshops
will beheld throughout the day on choosing
a career, resume writing, interviewingskills,
job searches, professional associations,
company research, and dressing for success.
The Ad Sci Career Day is jointly spon
sored by the Office of Career Services and
the College of Administrative Science. For
more information, call 895-6612.

Get Answers to your Legal
questions through Student

s
G
L

5

Government Legal Svcs.:

* Family matters
* Business problems
* Criminal charges or juvenile hearings
* Matters related to deceased relatives
* Tax problems
* Corporations or partnerships
* Credit or collection problems
* Landlord/tenant relations
* Injuries
* Property damage
•Etc.

Call (895-6375) or come by University Ctr. room 106,8 to 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday. For more information pick up a SGLS brochure at
the UC information desk.
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UAH Hosts Engineering Open House
by Rick Mould
University Relations
Can a raw egg survive a drop from a
second story balcony? How much weight
can a toothpick bridge sustain?
Area high school and middle school stu
dents will find out Feb. 22-23 at the UAH
CollegeofEngineering'sOpen House which
is held in conjunction with National Engi
neers Week. The public is invited to tour
exhibits during the open housefrom 10a.m.
to 6 p.m. Feb. 22 and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Feb.
23.
Engineers Week is sponsored by
Huntsville's science and engineering orga
nizations, which represent more than 4,000
practicing engineers.
Several special eventsare planned which
will involve area high school and middle
school students.
They include:
•Concrete Strength - Conducted hourly
in the Engineering Building Room 143.
How much pressure can a concrete cylinder
withstand before bursting?
•Egg Drop - 1:30 p.m., Feb. 22 in front
of the Engineering Building. Students will
place raw eggs in protectivecontainers they
have designed and drop them from a second
story balcony. Who will the yolk be on?
JETS Competition - 9:30 a.m., Feb. 23,
University Center. 25 teams of area high
school students will participate in the Jun
ior Engineering Technical Society (JETS)
competition. The competition pits high
school teams against one another. Winners
continue to the state competition. The high
est scoring team will receive a Space Camp
scholarship. The event is sponsored by
United Technologies USBI, Huntsville.
Toothpick Bridge Competition - 11

a.m., Feb. 23, Engineering Building Room
125. Student built toothpick bridges will
have their strength and durability tested to
the limit.
Egg Replacement Competition -1 p.m.
Feb. 23, in front of the Engineering Build
ing. Can students design a utensil that can
exchange a ping-pong ball for raw eggs
from a distance of five feet?
1991 ENGINEERING OPEN HOUSE
February 22 (10 a.m.. - 6 p.m.) &
February23 (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)Tour of
Displays
Display
Location
Mechanical Engineering
*Demonstrations in CAD lab
246
Civil Engineering
*Concrete Strength
143
Industrial Engineering
*CNC Milling Machine
244
*Human Factors Laboratory
245
*Robotics
247
*Catapult
248
*Simulation with Graphics2A9
Electrical Engineering
* Antique Electronics
Upstairs Lobby
*Signal Processing
262
*Wheel of Guess 262
*Digital Store
272
* I mage Processing
273
*Modeling & Control of
Dynamic Systems
Computer Engineering
*VLSI Design & Scientific
Visualization 216
*Image Processing
226
*Micro Computer Lab
226
Student Clubs
IEEE - Electric Model Cars
ASCE - Design Process for
Concrete Canoe
HE - Robotics

JAKE'S
It seems as if every business in
Huntsville has a band these days.
Even the seven-eleven has a three-piece
combo and the guy down at the gas station
sometimes plays the harmonica.
But, JAKE's is your place.
So when your are through touring around
on Friday and Saturday nights,
Come see us again.
Here is what we've got:
March i & 2: Alter Ego
March 8 & 9: Presence
March 15: Renfro
March 16: Jim Christopher
March 22 & 23: Monolyth
March 29 & 30: Jim Christopher
As always your UAH ID gets you $4.50
pitchers.
Located at Steadman's Comer
Holmes Ave. & Jordan Lane

EDITORIALS

The War Became a Little More Personal this Week
by Marian Delaney Sampson
editor

There were a number of issues I wanted to discuss in this week's space. However, on
Friday morning Dr. Ron Koger gave the exponent the lists of students who have
withdrawn from school because they have been called to active duty military service
during the Fall and Winter terms.
One of the names on that list, Alicia Beck, hit me like a ton of bricks. Alicia
Gillewitcz Beck, better known in my house as "Fish," is one of many young women
that I have known. At one time in my life, I was not sure if she lived up the street or
with us and I had just miscounted on the number of daughters I had borne.
I have many pictures of Alicia in my scrapbooks, but they do not rival the ones that
have been dancing through my head since Friday: Alicia building a rope bridge at day
camp so that her Junior Girl Scouts could learn a new skill; Alicia cutting trails at
Trico; Alicia teaching knife safety; Alicia in my leadership class (teaching me more
than I was teaching her); Alicia in the canoes; Alicia (in friendly competition) teaching
the Eagle Scouts that Senior Girl Scouts had some real good outdoor skills; Alicia
holding my baby daughter on the water slide at Point Mallard; Alicia working with
"special children;" Alicia all dressed up for the prom; Alicia in her ROTC unit disatisfied with anything less than perfection; Alicia telling me about how great it was
to be newly married and poor and how much she missed her husband who was away tor
military training; and Alicia always in motion working to make the world a little better
place to live in for everyone, but especially for the young girls who idolizedjier^

ITiose are just some of the things that I have been pondering the past few days. I
have seen her in many uniforms and guises. Her mother and father were both in the
military, as is her husband. I know that she is doing what she believes is right. MY
thoughts and prayers go to her mother today. Sometimes all we as parents can do is
wait and pray.
.
,
cr,.
I also spoke with a young man named James Lapointe, who has been an SUA
legislator for two weeks, and now is on his way to Fort Bragg, NC. He also believes
that what he is doing is right.
On the other side, I have talked to several students who are involved with the
ongoing demonstrations for peace. They believe that what they are doing is right.
A young man invaded the production room last Tuesday to complain about the
exponent's one-sidedness on the Persian Gulf War. He said that the editor had
promised to remain "neutral." After I calmed and put the exacto blade down, I tried to
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listen to his complaints. It turned out that he was under the mistaken impression that I
had to publish columns and student submissions that were "pro-war" and that all news
coverage (based on his perusal of three papers) by the exponent had been of "propeace" activists. In truth, his complaints boiled down to two articles in one issue of the
paper.
.
.
First of all, I never said I would remain neutral. (I believe I promised to be civil.
Even that is hard to do on Tuesday afternoons.) I said that "the exponent will not
take an editorial position on the Persian Gulf War."

Second, I said that at the present time the paper would continue to print advocacy
statements submitted as columns or letters or PULSE. We have done that. There is
nothing forcing me as editor to print anything submitted. There is no clause that I
know of that requires me to accept anything that is submitted or to print it.
We have attempted to report the news at UAH and concerning UAH. I have been
involved in no peace demonstrations and have not been out of the exponent office on
any weekend since the war started long enough to go home and shower, much less go
to Washington.
I believe that in the editorial of January 30, I stated my personal opinions fairly
clearly. I am a non-violent pacifist. That means that I am opposed to war. ANY war.
ALL war. To me personally, bombing a country to teach it not to invade another
country makes as much sense as beating a child to teach him/her not to hit another
child. But I can oppose the war and support the troops.
I never told my husband (though he may have guessed) but one of the reasons I never
wanted sons was because I knew that the mothers of sons had to send them to war. I
knew I could not do that.
This is a new type of warfare for this country. The number of women in the military
has increased dramatically in the past few decades. Our daughters - though prohibited
from serving in combat positions - are going to war. The papers have been full of
stories of fathers coping with children while mom is away, pictures of mothers kissing
their babies good-bye, pictures of grandmothers kissing their grandchildren good-bye. I
find these pictures disturbing. I too have been socialized to accept "man as warrior." It
is one thing to believe in equality and it is another thing entirely to see what that
means.
As a young woman I believed that if military service were an obligation of
citizenship, it should be required of females as well as males. As the middle-aged
[EDITORS AND PROOFREADERS: do not change this to old woman -1 am allowed
some poetic license] mother of five daughters, I find myself unsure. Maybe youth is
the only time for certainty.

Birth Addiction A Hindrance For Whole Life
Dear Ann Landers: When I read the letter from "Burbank," I knew I had to write.
Burbank talks about what happens to children who are born addicted to drugs. I am
qualified to speak on the subject because I was born to a mother who was addicted toheroin.
y
Until recently, there was very little information on the long-range effects of birth
addiction.
The social worker said nothing to my adoptive parents about my mother's heroin
problem. (She was probably afraid they wouldn't want me.) I learned of it several years !
later when my birth mother tried to re-enter my life.
As a child, I was very bright, but only in selected areas. I learned to write before I
started kindergarten, but to this day I cannot print.
No one remembers when I began to read. I astounded everyone when I was 3 by
reading labels on cans and cereal boxes in the grocery store. By fourth grade, I was
reading at college level. I read Gray's Anatomy when I was 10 and understood what I
read
In sixth grade, I would check out books in Latin and translate them into English "for
fun." / created mass confusion in the public library when I was 11 because I was
checking out books under four names.
My sense of balance was never good enough for me to ride a bike. I never learned to
dance because I couldn't understand the patterning-the same reason I cannot do
crossword puzzles.
I couldn't learn to play the piano because I was unable to sense the timing. I cannot
tell you if a piece of music is classical, country or jazz because it all sounds the same
to me.
To this day, numbers make no sense to me. I find it very difficult to dial a telephone.
I cannot balance a checkbook. I cannot count to 100.1 cannot make change, so I don't
know when someone has cheated me.
I drive a car, but I can't read the speedometer. I've placed a piece of masking tape at
the maximum speed limit and keep the needle below that mark.
I can't tell timer I have a "talking" clock designed for the blind. I can't follow
directions, which means I am unable to assemble anything or follow a recipe. I will
never be able to tell right from left, up from down.
I avoid social relationships because I'm afraid people will realize how many things I
can't do and will think I'm stupid.
I enrolled in a community college and was later admitted to the University of
Washington on the basis of my grade point average, which was 3.97. I now have
enough credits to complete degrees in psychology and criminal justice, but I can t get
my degrees because I am unable to pass the exams in math or logic.
Recently, I've been told that the university may make an exception in my case
because of the special nature of my problem. I'm keeping my fingers crossed.
I've shed an ocean of tears over my handicap. The emotional damage has been
enormous, but I'm going to make it.
I may be 50 years old before I'm a productive member of society, but I'm going to be
the most productive member of society you ever saw.
^ ^
Reprinted from the Omaha World Herald

Making the Grade
by Steve Whipple
assoc. editor
The letter to Ann Landers appearing at left was shown to me several months ago in
an effort to make me more aware of the problem of birth addiction. While this is a
terrible and ever-increasing crisis that we are facing, I would like to address a more
subtle point brought out in the letter-the focus of America's educational system.
Many aspects of the way our system of education is set up bother me and the more I
become involved with the machine, the more I hate it.
I was quite amazed by the intellectual ability of the author of this letter. I can't
understand Gray's Anatomy now, let alone when I was 10. I was also very disturbed by
the fact that someone who could read at the college level in fourth grade would be
refused a degree on the grounds that he/she cannot pass certain classes. Why should I
be considered any more of a scholar, student, or teacher than this person simply because
I have been blessed with the ability to learn math? I'm sure that he/she has forgotten
more Latin than I could ever hope to learn. Who exactly has set the standards of
"intelligence" for us and why do we blindly accept that such narrow-minded vision is
unalterable?
For instance, think about your own major. I am an English major and would like to
teach that subject some day. I have'been in college now for two and a half years and
have had more math courses than English courses. Yet, had I not been able to pass my
Calculus course, I would not be permitted to receive my degree and go on to teach
English! There seems to be a slighdy illogical rationale to this line of thinking. I
mean, does a working knowledge of Chemistry make one a better History student? I
think not.
Yes, I have considered the argument for a "well-rounded" college graduate and I agree
that a broad education is definitely important. But should the struggle to fill everyone
full of quantities of general knowledge hinder a person's attempt to develop his/her area
of scholastic interest? All students have personal strengths and weaknesses and they
should not be judged by what they can't do, but by what they can.
This brings me to another irksome topic—the way that schools base student
achievement on grades. What exactly do grades measure? Our performance as
compared to the rest of the students in the classroom? Or maybe our competitiveness
on the scale of that mystical "national average?"
I have seen good students driven to cheating in order to please grade-conscious
parents. I have also seen perfectly capable people abandon career dreams because their
grades convinced them that they lacked aptitude. Correct me if I'm wrong, but I
thought the purpose of schooling was to learn, not to meet generalized standards.
I believe that our current education system is callous and rigidly archaic. We are
mass-producing uniform students and those who don't fit the mold are labeled
"defective" and tossed aside. I hope there will come a day when the individual abilities
of each person will be enhanced by our schools instead of ignored.
Am I Utopian in my desires? Maybe so. Oh well, my opinion really doesn t matter
until I've gotten my Bachelor's, anyway. Or is that my Master's? Or is that my...?
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Notes From The Undergrad

by Doug Brewer
news editor

Sometime in the near future
Hello, Mr. Brewer. Please sit down. Use that chair there
in the middle of the room; you'11find it quite uncomfortable
and considerably lower than the other chairs in the room,
but we 're sure you '11 understand that the faculty search
committee would like to stare at you while we ask you a few
questions.
Yes, of course.
We 're sure you've done this before, Mr. Brewer; it's just
an interview so that we may ascertain whether or not you
should become a memberof the English department here at
Fillintheblank University.
Yes, of course.
Okay. Shall we begin ? Now, it says here on your resume
that you were born in Arkansas. Are you aware that in 1957,
the governor of that unreconstructed southern state called
out units ofthe National Guard to keep black students from
attending classes at Little Rock Central high school?
Um, yes: I wasn't born yet, but I have read about it.
I see. Are your parents also natives of Arkansas?
Yes, they are.
I see. You have extensive coursework in literature. Off the
top of your head, what would you consider your favorite
literature class?
I think it would be British literature from Beowulf to
Paradise Lost. It was taught by an entertaining professor
who obviously loved the subject, and who inspired the class
to do likewise.
I see. So what you 're saying is that you have been
influenced by John Milton, a man who hated women so

Choices
'No More Nintendo'
by David Rogers
reporter

'Hussein Caves in Under Massive Allied Air
Attack'
'Iraqi Soldiers Defecting by the Thousands'
'Israel No Longer Threatened: War's End is
Near'
The fictional headlines listed aboveare wishes expressed
by millions of Americans who want their loved ones home.
The war in the Persian Gulf has been described by military
officials and the media as being highly technical.
Day and night, hour by hour, the national television net
works show the public how sophisticated machinery is
keeping Iraqi air forces from inflicting heavy damage upon
Allied troops.
The never-ending video barrage shows time and time
again the deadly precision of the missiles and bombs used
in the continuing Allied air raids.
For some reason, I find myself uncomfortable watching
those videos.
High technology is to be praised, in this tragicsituation, for
reducing the number of casualties in the impending ground

much that he created an entire history of the whole world,
blaming a woman, Eve,for all war, pestilence, and destruc
tion.
Well, not exactly—
You said it was your favorite class.
Yes, but the professor—
Taught the class that Paradise Lost is an important
contribution to western thought.
Um, yes...
Okay. Your thesis is titled, "The Commercial Aspects of
Suicide; Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton." Do you believe
that self-destruction is the lone method of validation open
to women poets?
I wouldn't say that.
I see. How would you describe yourself politically?
Excuse me?
Where do you place yourself on the political scale?
I don't see how—
Just answer the question.
Oh, moderate, I guess.
Why is it that all you neo-classic conservatives insist on
calling yourselves moderates?
Neo-classic conservatives?
You attended graduate school at Duke University.
Yes.
Are you aware that Duke University is a direct result of
exploited workers?
Um, yes, I've heard.
Yet you attended anyway.
Um, yes.
I see. Mr. Brewer, in your list of papers—Styron, Stafford,
Bottoms, Peter Taylor, we see no evidence of interest in
other than white male writers, outside your patronising
treatment of Plath and Sexton.
Patronising?

assault.
But the videos of these attacks have been censored by
both the Iraqi government and'the United States govern
ment.
That bothers me because I feel the war against Iraq is
being painted as a somehow bloodless war. The fighter jets'
cameras show only buildings being destroyed; they do not
show the mangled bodies and destroyed lives.'
War-as-Nintendo is not reality.
Too many armchair patriots are ready to wave the Red,
White and Blue on their way to the refrigerator for another
beer, but do these people have a true understanding of what
is occurring so many thousands of miles away.
I'm all for patriotism. But I also believe that too many
Americans do not realize the gravity of the current situation
in the Gulf.
War is hell, without a doubt, but Americans are getting
the Sanitized version of military combat. Even if American
causality figures continue to be low, those casualties will
have a lasting effect on the lives of many people here.
I won't argue that the United States should not have acted
to stop the despicable, savage acts of aggression caused by
Saddam Hussein.
I cannot, however, understand why so many Americans
believe the American press is asking too many questions
about this government's actions in the Middle East.
As recent weeks have made abundantly clear, there isn't
a question that cannot be sidestepped by the military
leaders in charge of Operation Desert Storm.
The controversy over any potential breach of Allied
Forces security is moot.
The Allied Forces appear quite able to put Saddam
Hussein in his place and there is no question that the Allied
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Are you aware that through your choice of scholarship
you are conciously perpetuating the Eurocentric, mascu
line, racist, neo-traditionalist view of the humanities and
exhibiting a typically oppressive attitude toward women
and minorities?
I was leaning more toward thematic unity and artistic
integrity.
I see. So you 're saying that women and minorities are
incapable of artistic integrity?
Not at all.
This is typical of your kind.
My kind?
Mr. Brewer, we find you and your so-called qualifica
tions offensive. We here at Fillintheblank University are
committed to academic integrity. We encourage our stu
dents and faculty to broaden themselves through the ques
tioning of traditional values, pushing them to make up their
minds within the framework of political tolerance. We do
not have room for your exclusivity, your oppressive canon
of and I hesitate to use the term, literature.
All this to teach grammar?
Do not be flippant, Mr. Brewer. You are not only politi
cally incorrect, but because you are a southern born, white,
middle class male, you are completely incapable of reform.
To put it plainly, Mr. Brewer, you are a lost cause. We will
strongly recommend that you not be considered for em
ployment here, and beyond that we will convent a meeting
of all English departments in the world and publically
denounce you for your regressive thinking. Get out of here.
You make me ill.
At that point I sat bolt upright in bed. I was sweating. After
looking around the room, I thought,"Thank God that could
never really happen."
See you next week.
Forces will prevail.
The Bush Administration, the generals and the lieuten
ants all are eager to downplay Allied losses and even the
human losses on the Iraqi side.
That is only an instinctive move for political figures and
military leaders.
But by denying the American public the full, uncensored
picture, the government has lessened the shockingly pain
ful, unspeakable horror that is war.
I don't really remember Vietnam, at least not in my
conscious mind. My mother tells me that I paced the floor
continuously at times after watching the nightly footage of
that war.
My father did not fight in that war, but he was overseas
working in support of the American effort.
It's hard to imagine the stress those soldiers were under. It
must have been awful considering the anxiety I felt as a
young onlooker.
The American effort will undoubtedly succeed in Iraq,
unlike Vietnam.
But like Vietnam, this war will take its toll on the
American people.
The government is wrong for trying to keep the images
of this war from the public.
War cannot be made to be palatable; there is no greater
tragedy that can face humanity.
No matter how few Americans will lose their lives in the
name of freeing Kuwait, each of those lives will have had
immense value.
Freedom, it is said, is purchased at a heavy price.
I hope the government will let the people see how heavy
that price is, so that the nation will be certain that war is
absolutely the last resort when other international conflicts
arise.
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L e t t e r s
In Response To Those Left Out By Choice
As I read the article written by Johnny
West titled "Left Out By Choice I found it
both enlightening and hard to handle. As a
right hander my eyes were opened to dis
crimination suffered by left handers, and
feel that society and technology has been
unconsciously unfair to you. I also realize
that in the past left handers were treated
cruelly. My grandmother was born left
handed and forced to use her right hand.
Any inclination on her part to use her left
hand resulted in a beating. Because of this
prejudice based on what is normal, my
grandmother is now right handed, mind you

not by choice, and suffers from many learn " Would you prefer an Eve or a Butch to
ing disabilities due to it. So to all left handers, walk with you in my garden?", because that
was not an option.
I sympathize.
So before we begin to allow homosexu
But, I am enraged that left handedness
and homosexuality in this article are viewed ality to be practiced as freely as left handers
as equal entities. Left handedness does not use their leftliands, we'll have to change the
offend or break laws of society or religion. story of creation to accommodate you. In
I believe God gave us two hands to use, but fact we'11have to sort through and eliminate
he specifically created man for woman and quite a bit from our Bible so that God's
woman for man. Nowhere is the Bible do I word will accommodateMan'severy whim.
I know my words are strong though my
see where Adam was told to use one hand
instead of the other, the choice was his. intentions are not to offend you. As a psy
However, the choice of an Eve for Adam chology major, I understand and recognize
was made by God. God didn't say to Adam, the diversities we are all presented with as

individuals. However, the fact that many
aspects of our personalities are as you sug
gest, "inherited", or genetically attributed,
does not mean that manifesting each and
every one of them is then o.k.. Claiming that
homosexuality is normal and should be
acceptable to society because there's a large
gay and lesbian community, is like saying
we should be free to roam the streets naked
because we were born that way.
PLEASE, PROVE ME WRONG,
Theologically.
Monica Simmonds
Psychology Major

In Response to Monica Simmonds
In responding to Johnny West's article,
Left Out by Choice, Monica Simmonds is
sues the challenge "PLEASE, PROVE ME
WRONG THEOLOGICALLY," and I shall
attempt to oblige.
Ms. Simmonds' letter alludes to JudeoChristian theology, and that is the faith
system to which I personally ascribe. In our
pluralistic society, there are many others
which I believe must be considered as we
govern ourselves, and governmental ad
herence to any single one is specifically
prohibited by the U.S. Constitution. Many
of the issues addressed by Mr. West spe
cifically pertain to civil rights matters which
ought to be decided outside any single
theological system. Nonetheless, from a
J udeo-Christian perspective,there are strong
arguments to support the acceptance of les
bians and gay men.
Ms. Simmonds bases her response on
the Genesis 2 account of creation. Unfor
tunately, there are subtleties in the Hebrew
story which are lost by most English
translations of the Bible. To make a lona
analysis short, at the beginning of this story,
adam, or the earth creature, was created
from adamah, the earth. The rest of creation
followed. Then at the end of the story, God
decided to create a helper or companion for
adam. From adam was created ish (male)
and ishshah (female). This division of "the
earth creature" into male and female was
for the purpose of companionship. There is
no mention of sex, propagation of the spe
cies or any of the other "myths" which are
read into this passage. Would we assume
then, in creation, God determined that we
may only be companions with members of
the other gender? (By the way, the story

goes on to say that they roamed the garden
naked.)
This tendency to read into the Bible
tilings which are not there has resulted in
using scripture to justify attitudes which are
antithetical to the spirit and truth of God's
word. Ms. Simmonds states "Left-handedness does not offend or break the laws of
society or religion" which is true at this time
in history. However, there are many scrip
tural references, (e.g. Matthew 25:32-46)
which clearly portray the right as "good"
and the left as "evil." Reading into those
passages something which was not there
resulted in the attitudes which caused Ms.
Simmonds' grandmother to be beaten when
she used her left hand. Reading into Gen
esis 2 something which is not there has
resulted in tremendous damage to lesbians
and gay men.
K/fr
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passages which have historically been used
to condemn homosexuality, but my theo
logical analysis would be incomplete with
out addressing some misunderstandings.
There are numerous books which address
these on more detail (Christianity, Social
Tolerance and Homosexuality± by John
Boswell; Things They Never Taught You in
Sunday School, by David Day; Homosexu
ality and the New Testament by Robin
Scroggs; Gay Liberation, a Christian Per
spective, by Georgy Edwards, Is the Ho
mosexual My Neighbor, by Letha Scanzoni
and Virginia Ramey Mollenkott) than I am
able to do here.
In the Hebrew scriptures, Genesis 19
and Leviticus 18:22 are generally refer
enced. Genesis 19, or the story of Sodom
and Gomorrah, clearly addresses an at

tempted rape. Leviticus 18:22 is part of the
Holiness Code, which also prohibits trim
ming the corners of one's beard, eating the
first fruits from a tree, and wearing textiles
made from mixed fibers (so long polyester
and cotton). While some peoplecontinue to
adhere to these codes, most of us are selec
tive.
The Greek scriptures contain three pas
sages, all written by the apostle Paul. In 1
Corinthians 6:9 and 1 Timothy 1:10, Paul
uses words which have historically been
translated to indicate condemnation of ho
mosexuality in general. However, recent
scholarship has demonstrated that the words
used and the concepts they involve pertain
specifically to sexual exploitation. Paul's
condemnation was of the system of sexual
slavery and prostitution, which was preva
lent in the latter days of the Roman empire.
The first chapter of Romans is also used
to "prove" homosexuality is somehow un
natural. Our contemporary concept of a
"natural order" is a product of the 14th
century and should not be used to interpret
Paul's intentions with this passage. Paul's
concept of physicos, translated "natural,"
involved the intrinsic nature of a being. In
addressing idolatry, Paul was making the
point that recognizing God is an intrinsic
part of our existence. I believe his point was
that when we violate our intrinsic nature to
worship God, weare then inclined to violate,
other aspects of our intrinsic nature. The
people to whom Paul makes reference in
Romans were apparently heterosexual "by
nature." The concept of being homosexual
"by nature" would have been foreign to
Paul since such was never apparent within
his culture. The "property status"of women

and economic nature of marriage made it
impossible for people to choose their rela
tionship. A strong argument can be made
that this absolute rigidity was responsible
for creating the system of sexual slavery
and prostitution which Paul condemns in 1
Corinthians and 1 Timothy.
Homosexuality is not, as Ms. Simmonds
asserts, a whim. God's actions of creation
did not end with the Garden of Eden, and
God creates some people to be homosexual.
We know that just as we know God creates
some people to be left handed. When a
person is coerced by society to be contrary
to the way God created them to be, illness
and pain result.
I serve as student clergy and counselor
on staff for the Metropolitan Community
Church of Huntsville. As a Licensed Pro
fessional Counselor involved in a Christian
counseling ministry with the lesbian and

Letter From the Governor
Make Alabama Beautiful... Adopt-A-Mile
It has been proven that when th'e people
of Alabama work together on a project, it
will be a success. One of those successful
projects has been the Alabama Adopt-aMile program that has tried to rid our state
of trash along the highways and educated
our citizens about proper litter disposal.
But our work is not over. As the winter
season continues, we see the real story
behind the people thoughtlessly throwing
garbage out of their car windows. It is a sad
situation and definitely not a pretty sight.
That is why Helen and I are encouraging

you to take part in the Adopt-a-Mile pro
gram. The program is simple: you, your
family, or your place of business can adopt
a mile or more of state or U.S. highway and
commit to keep it scenic and litter free. An
attractive Adopt-a-Mile sign will be placed
at the adopted mile to proudly display your
effort to keep Alabama litter free.
We believe that by adopting a mile people
can make Alabama even more beautiful in
the eyes of business leaders looking to re
locate in ourstate and to the tourists who are
visiting us. If people took the time and

energy to clean the highways like they do
their homes, think of how beautiful the state
would look!
During 1990, we averaged about 60 miles
per month that was adopted by an organi
zation, corporation, church group, business,
family or individual. Almost 1,800 miles of
state and federal highway miles in Alabama
have been adopted.
Just last year we developed a program to
spur the adoption of county roao miles. An
adopt-a-mile sign was designed for coun
ties to show continuity between the local

Letters Policy
The exponent prints letters to the editor. Letters may be adjusted for space. No corrections will be made to letters submitted
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gay community, I see every day the damage
which is done in the name of God. Scripture
comprises only one portion of theology.
Our personal experience must account for
some of our understanding of God or else
we cannot claim to have a relationship with
God. I am a lesbian. My experience of God
affirms the "lightness" of this aspect of my
life, because I was only able to love God
when I was able stop hating God's creation
- me. I didn' thave to change anything in the
Bible. I just had to stop reading what is not
there and read what is there with under
standing.
Ms. Simmonds, you asked to be proven
wrong theologically. I hope I have suc
ceeded. If you have further questions, you
may contact me at the Metropolitan Com
munity Church of Huntsville.
Felicia Fontaine, M.Ed. LPC

programs. We now have about 35 counties
involved with this program and they have
adopted approximately 1,200 county miles.
This comes to a total of 3,000 state,
federal and county roadway miles adopted.
This makes me very proud and thankful to
those who are a part of the Adopt-a-Mile
program. However, if you have not yet
participated in this important program to
help our en vironmentand promoteindustrial
development and tourism, I ask you to do so
right away. By calling 1-800-321-MILE
you can help do your part to keep Alabama
the most beautiful place to live.
Guy Hunt
Governor
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Clarification from SEDS
Letter to the Editor

we are not requesting money for ourselves.
The Von Braun Memorial is a place that
Since it seems that an article that was will be close to the University Center that
written in the exponent this past week con will be for ALL students to use for outdoor
cerning our organizations request for funds study during good weather. It will also be
has raised the ire of SGA members, I thought used for just hanging out, and Lord knows
it would be prudent to clarify the matter that we will need that when the Padulo
from our perspective.
Hilton is completed and occupied. Now if
(1) SEDS has received a total of $800.00 giving this project up for some other group
from The SGA this year. $400.00 was for to do (such as SGA, Circle K, or a frat or any
our regular budget and $400.00 was a gift other organization), will help get the fund
from SGA to be applied to our Satellite ing, then they may have it. Frankly, we
project. This is out of a request of $685.00 have enough work to do, and we don't need
for budget and S1000.00 request for out sat any hassles worrying about where to get the
project.
money for yet another project.
We do appreciate all the support that we
Now it has been said by some in the
have been given, especially from Ben SGA that SEDS has gotten enough money
Masters, Eddie Ditto, Cheryl Williams and from them for this year. From what I read
others. We are working together to show about the prerequisites for giftrequests, that
what students at UAH can do if they put is. not included. We have been through
their minds to it.
some years where we did not ask for a dime
It must be made clear however, that the from SGA and have spent thousands on our
money that we have received and that we own projects, raised from outside sources.
are requesting is not (except for general The Von Braun Memorial is for UAH stu
budget) for SEDS alone. The satellite project dents to be builton theUAH campus, for the
will eventually involve most student groups students, to memorialize a man who did a
on campus as well as students around the great deal for our country and our school. It
state, country, and the world. We aremerely was he who convinced the State Legislature
the foci of the project. The SEDS Get Away to found the Research Institute at UAH and
Special payloads for the shuttle will be the who's influence is felt in SEDS own hopes
largest effort of any student group in the and dreams. That is why it is important to
nation for these payloads. We have invited fund that project. This project is part of
anyone from any group on campus to par SEDS effort to improve the campus for us
ticipate with us on both of these projects. all. I ask the SGA to reconsider our request.
Not enough have and we need your help.
On the Von Braun Memorial request,
Dennis Wingo, President of SEDS

"...a means not an end/'
Editor
exponent
The Jan 30 issue, p. 13, contains this bit of
pernicious nonsense: "...the two main goals
in war is (sic) to kill people and to break
things."
Killing people is a means, not an end.
The object of war is to impose one's will on
the enemy. Oh, there are wars of extermi
nation, but they are rare - less than 10
percent of all wars.
This motivation explains why the demand
for unconditional surrender is foolish. It
indicates that the demander is not clear
about what the objectives of the war are.
The demand for unconditional surrender
extended World War II by about six months.

as restoring the debilitated farm economy
and cleaning America's dirty air. Biomass
fuel production could supply all Ameri
can energy needs using 10% of the US
farm land. Biomass eliminates pollution
because this clean-burning fuel absorbs at
mospheric "greenhouse gases" while grow
ing, and it lets the polluting oil stay in the
ground where it will not contaminate the
atmosphere which must be restored if we
are to reverse the rise in cancer rates (240%
increase in both skin and lung cancer since
1950).
Another theory is: the US troops are
dying for the freedom of Kuwait. How is
anyone freed by the restoration of a mon
arch that suspended Parliament and out
lawed political parties in a Kingdom where
the vast majority of inhabitants are not
allowed citizenship? The US troops that are
being ordered to kill to save a monarch, are
risking their lives in a country where they
are not permitted to have a bible, a cross, a
beer or even an uncensored magazine.
Women soldiers are not even to appear in
public in the countries they are there to die
to protect! The head of this kingdom is
reported to have 40 wives. Such UN action
is not in US interest and it is offensive.
The rationale for the most intense attack
in history by the US President does not
make sense. If the media would draw
attention to the weapons industry or the
Bush economic interest, the public would
see the rationale that does make sense, even
though it would reveal vast corruption of
American institutions. For example, the
Bush Administration (Agriculture Dept.)
loaned Saddam-the-madman the money to

Education Student Speaks Out
by Mary Wallace
reporter

Education student Tracy Harrison was
denied a student teaching position for this
spring on the basis of her GPA in her major
area of concentration.
"I had heard that about five people were
questionable as to whether they could stu
dent teach, but I didn't think it was me. My
overall GPA is over a 2.2," said Harrison.
! She explained that when she applied to
! the Education department two years ago
! she got in under the old requirements of a
! 2.2 instead of the current 2.5.
!
Although Harrison misunderstood the
| requirements for an education student toget
J individual 2.2 GPAs in the major and minor
[ areas of study as well as a 2.2 overall, the
; Education department stands by the clarity
Here's a story for Valentines day:
' of the UAH catalog.
"Love makes the world go 'round" said
Harrison's 1985 catalog states: "The fol
the liberal arts major. The engineer thought
lowing criteria must be met before the in
seriously for a few seconds, and then said
ternship assignment is made: (1) a GPA of
"No. Conservation of angular momentum
2.2 on all work attempted, and in all work
makes the world go "round."
attempted in the teaching field(s), (2) a
Dick Cordrav
GPA of 2.2 in all work attempted in educa
tion courses, and (3) satisfactory comple
tion of all appropriate GERs " (The new
catalog is reworded.)
Please accept AN INVITATION to our
Harrison had taken the first requirement
February association Meeting, Tuesday,
to mean simply an overall GPA of 2.2.
February 26, 1991, 1:00 P.M. at "Trinity
"Even though it is stated in the catalog, I
Personal Growth Center" 607 Airport Rd.
wish
I had been warned. Two years ago
Special speaker, Mr. Tommy Brown,
when
I applied to the Education department
City Transportation Department.
they
could
have told me to pull up my
Devotional, "The Firemen" original "The
Gospel Sound". Talent by Margaret political science GPA. Even if they had
Plummer. Humana Seniors Association warned me a year ago, I could have pre
call 532-5230.
vented some of the decisions I'm having to
make right now," said Harrison.
Head of the Education department, Dr.
Ted Butts was out of town and unavailable
for comment. Dean Roy Meek stated, "To
my knowledge, we have not had students
come to us with that complaint. But, I am
unfamiliar with the case."
invade Kuwait and the UJ Ambassador t>
When asked about her reason for speak
Iraq told Saddam-the-sucker one week be-I
ing out, Harrison stated, "I just hope that by
fore his invasion in August, the US has "n
letting other education students know the
opinion on the Arab-Arab conflicts, lik
right questions to ask, I can prevent some
(Iraq's) border conflict with Kuwait.' Som
one else from being in my situation."
reports claim that the US has loaned Ira
Harrison now finds herself a fifth year
nine billion, yet Congressmen are callin
senior with a GPA to pull up in her major
for reparations from this "rich country.'
area of study, political science, before she
Are these Officials doubting the BUSHcan student teach. She said, "After five
WACQI plan to have other countries pay
years you are ready to be through with it.
the US to be the world mercenary? What
e Political Science department has been
is the rationale for tons of bombs per day?
/ery helpful about helping me to graduate
As one five-year old wrote to the President,
n June with a political science degree in
"WE COULD JUST GO BACK TO
stead."
STARVING THE BAD GUYS. THEN Jlvwvvftft^vvw-w-wwvvwwvv
WE WON'THAVETO WORRY ABOUI
AIR GAS OR BLOOD."
NO MATTER HOW THIS WAR
STARTED - Commentators outside the
"mainstream" (sold-out press) express the
view that the power structure is not as
interested in oil as in the assertion of mili
tary superiority, the maintenance of a
war-based economy and the cessation of
talk about a "Peace Dividend." The fangs
of the pollution death industry are so deeply
buried in Uncle Sam's central economic
system that the government, press and
commercial sectors have launched what
appears to be the biggest PR campaign in
US history to glorify deceptions of death.
Assaults on the environment to drill for
more pollution have reached unmatched
patriotic fever. The NUKE boondogglers
are even planning for new "plants." WAR
IS STILL NOT HEALTHY FOR LIVING
THINGS!

"War is still not healthy for living things!"
To the editor:
"Read my lips."
"No Vietnam." says the kinder gentler
education president environmentalist. This
time war will win. The restoration of the
monarch. A New World Order, where
Mercenary Man is on the move. Selling
protection to other kings with forty wives.
Ram bo bomb cop on call. Bigboomsaway.
Fighting for peace. Selling offense weap
ons. Loaning cash for the deals. All the
glamor and none of the gore. Keeps bombbuilders taxing us more. To make the world
safe. For our way of death. All the pollution
from any king buying the protection of
Mercenary Man.
The President has failed to establish an
Energy Policy as required by law, therefore
he is in violation of federal law.
There are clean alternative energy
sources available that the President contin
ues to avoid. Rather than comply with
federal law requiring an Energy Policy, the
Presidenthas committed 500,000 US troops
in an undeclared war. The rationale for the
US Troops to conduct the massive attack
has been too shifty to pin down. One theory
is the battle is to win the control of polluting
fossil fuel for unmentioned international
corporations to supply Japan, Germany and
France. Germany and France are building
clean alternative energy engines, but
American engineers have not been called
on todevelop safe energy engines that could
free US from the destructive fossil fuel
habit The American farmers have not been
called on to supply the public with biomass
fuel forall American fuel needs. This could
be done with multiple positive effects such
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A Funny Thing Happened on the Way into the Duck Pond
by Mark Waldron
guest humorist
A few nights ago I was indulging in my usual weekend
pastime of driving past stationary radar-beaming campus
cops very quickly in reverse to make them think they're
moving forward when I nearly torpedoed my Aries into the
UAH duck pond. I managed to brake in time, albeit with a
great tires-on-turf ripping noise, and sped merrily away,
but once out on a branch of Huntsville's vast network of
sprawling superhighways (that is to say, Technology Drive),
I was struck by a peculiar fact: my abrupt arrival into
traditional duck turf was greeted by neither a downy cloud
of flying feathers nor a great indignant cacophony of
quacks. Rather, silence reigned o'er duckdom, and its
implications were a bit unsettling to such an upright and
ecology-minded citizen as moi. Thus piqued, my brain
frothed forth the cosmic question first posed by Holden
Caulfield in J.D. Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye: where
do the ducks go in winter?
So I, being the curious sort, decided to sleuth out the
question of the duck dearth. The next morning I strode
brashly up to our answer to the Delphic Oracle, the U.C.
Info Desk, and put forth my query:
"Where do I find out about where the ducks go when it's
winter and it's cold and they don't want to freeze their little
butt-feathers off hanging around the duck pond in twentydegree weather?"
The kind young lady there gave me the room number of
the UAH Beautification Office. I thanked her, and, as an
afterthought, grabbed a Snicker's bar and a condom to
show my gratitude.
When I explained my quest to the Beautification Office
receptionist, her mouth twitched and she blinked several
times. Then, seeing that I was an honest and sincere young
palladin on a noble and morally impeccable crusade and a
great credit to my generation, she decided to help me.
"Well", she said, "seeing that you are an honest and
sincere young palladin on a nobleand morally impeccable
crusade and a great credit to your generation, I'11 help you.
We don't deal with the ducks directly, but I'm quite sure
that the Office of Ornithological Relations does, so they'll

know. Two doors to the left."
The Office of Ornithological Relations secretary was
quite helpful, and explained that, alas, the O.O.R. doesn't
handle ducks. Pigeons and quail and Canadian geese, to be
sure, but no ducks. Apparently, Daffy ranks somewhere
between BartSimpson and Timothy Leary on the bad youth
role model scale, so campus administrators shun the poor
birds, only keeping them around for rustic quaintness and
to stick lotsof cute photos of them in their respective alumni
magazines. But, she added hopefully, the Office of Every
thing You Ever Wanted To Know About UAH But Were
Afraid To Ask, in Morton Hall Room 230, could probably
help me.
I thanked her graciously and strolled away in the direc
tion of the only building on campus that isn't disguised as
an illegitimate scion of Research Park, hope surging in my
chest. Ten minutes later I lay collapsed on one of the
couches in the Morton Hall lobby, thunderstruck.
There is no Morton Hall 230!
I had traced and re-traced that little corner segment of
hallway at least a dozen times. There's an MH 229, and an
MH 231, but there is no MH 230! (Check it out for yourself
if you don't believe me.)
Slowly, sullenly, I sauntered back to the O.O.R. The
secretary (that traitor!) was sorry I couldn't manage to find
MH 230(she looked at me with pity), so she suggested I try
the UAH Lame Duck Society on the second floor of the
U.C.
And so it went The UAH Lame Duck Society was
regretful they could offer no aid, but was certain the Office
of Really Imbecilic Questions could. The O.R.I.C. dis
missed my query by saying it was beyond the scope of their
office title, but directed me to the Weird Obsessions Coun
seling Office, where I got nothing but the number of agood
professional therapist and a pamphlet entitled, "So You
Really Like Those Ducks, Huh?" I trekked through the
most barbaric hinterlands of UAH, through every corner
and convolution of the U.C., Madison Hall, the Alumni
House. Everyone in every office I tried gave me roughly
the same answer, which was,"Two doors to the left." I even
called the local chapters of organizations that I thought
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UAH Alumni Association
offering insurance plans
Through the NEA Trust, the UAH Alumni Association is sponsoring
four specially designed programs. These programs meet our high
standards of quality, service, economy, and value.

1. Group Term Life
PYES! Send me information on the
Provides up to $100,000 coverage
UAH Alumni Association group
for Alumni Association members
insurance programs I have checked
and their families. The plan
below:
features cost-savings for nonsmokers and special discounts
Group Term Life
for volume purchases.
2. Comprehensive Major Medical
Up to $1,000,000 in medical-1
expense benefits for you and your
family. Covers bills IN or OUT of
the hospital. Offers a choice of
deductibles to meet you financial
situation.

Patrick M.Haden
—XysandraHice
—......Steve Whipple
Joe Thomas, James Tindell

Tom Thammachote
Ed Wilcox
Secretary

might be sensitive to my plight: the Society for the Preven
tion of Cruelty to Animals, the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to People who Try to Prevent Cruelty to Ani
mals, the N R. A. No luck.
Finally, broken, defeated, exhausted as Odysseus on his
homecoming, I stumbled into the Office of Rejects, De
generates, and Morons With No Other Place to Go, in a
heretofore little-known sub-sub-subbasement of Madison
Hall. I flopped into a chair, dully wondering if Hercules
after his Seven Great Labors had had the benefit of Gator
Aid, and asked the secretary, through parched lips:
"Madam, would you kindly enlighten me on the subject
of where the UAH ducks go in winter?"
Without even looking up from her paperwork she pro
nounced my death sentence: "Morton Hall 230."
I was too far gone even for indignation. "Then pray tell,
dear madam, how I should find this Morton Hall 230."
"Morton Hall 230."
I giggled insanely. A sudden thought burst in my brain—
or maybe it was just a minor blood vessel. Curious, I asked
in rapid-fire succession:
"Is Elvis alive? And, if so, are he and Jimmy Hoffa
running a topless milk bar in Mazatlan? Which came first,
the chicken or the egg?
"Morton Hall 230."
And there I had it! I had finally struck upon theOne Final
Truth about UAH! Namely, the Answer is two doors to the
left. Nobody knows nothin', they just work there. And
anyone stupid enough to try to find anything out is set
running around in a hamster wheel of receptionists and
buck-passing, a sort of red-tape Mobius loop. UAH is a
road, not a destination.
I thanked her tiredly, rose, and left. Just before the door
closed behind me, I looked back sadly on the room that had
been my Waterloo, my Gettysburg, my Battle of the Bulge.
Now, I'll never be certain of this, but for a second I could
have sworn Isaw, in the shadows beneath the receptionist's
desk, a dozen or so pairs of little webbed feet
I shook my head and chuckled. But there was one last
thing I hadn't discovered, and still haven't, and that is:
Where do those damn birds go, anyway?

-.-...-.-...Ranjit Pradhan
VJoe Thomas
.—.JamesCarter
Doug Brewer
.Ricky Howard, DavidRogers, RudySetiawan
..-Mark Waldron

3. $1,000,000 Catastrophic Medical
Supplements your basic
comprehensive major medical
protection. Pays 100% of your
expenses after you meet the
deductible. Family coverage
available. Economic group rates!
4. Short-Term Medical
(Tempocare)
Designed for new graduates and
people who need short-term med
ical coverage. Up to $2,000,000
protection for up to 180 days.

•
•
•

Major Medical
Catastrophic Medical

• Short-Term Medical

City State Zip
Phone: (

)

UAH Alumni Association
Mail this coupon today to: NEA
Trust, c/o Association Consultants,
Inc., 600 W. Fulton St., Chicago, IL
60606-9936.
Or call, toll-free, 1-800-621-9903 ^
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Austin Discusses his Vision for UAH with the Faculty:
"I do not believe that a move to semesters is essential for UAH."
by Marian Delaney Sampson
editor
Dr. Tom Cost, president of the Faculty
Senate, welcomed administrators and fac
ulty to the 298th meeting of the Faculty
Senate on Thursday, February 14.
Cost introduced Dr. Philip Austin, UAS
chancellor, calling him a "relative new
comer." To much laughter, Cost said, "we
see presidents coming and going quite fre
quently and it is hard to remember that Dr.
Austin has only been with us since August
11, 1989."
Austin began by saying "Happy
Valentine's Day, I come with a message of
love."
He said it was good to be in the Ice
Hockey Capital of Alabama and proceeded
to describe his introduction to the part foot
ball played in the culture of Alabama.
Austin said he had been told that there
were five or six topics on the minds of the
faculty.
The first topic he discussed was the status
of the presidential search at UAH. Accord
ing toAustin, there were over 150 applicants
and nominees, at least 45 of whom were
"credible" applicants. He said, "Fifteen who
would be credible for any college in the
country." Austin said that the search com
mittee has asked for more information on
some candidates and that he expected them
to give three, five or six unranked names to
him in the near future.
"Unless we run into some kind of slip
pery highway," Austin said, "The trustees
should announce the appointment by the
end of tliis school year."
In response to a question about what role
he would play in the search process, Austin
said that he had assured Tom Cost and the
Executive Committee that "when we got to
the point where we had three or five or six
names we would release the names and we
would set up meetings."
He said at that point, the Board of Trustees
takes over the search process. He said he
knew that the Faculty had "the deepest
concerns."
Austin said, "Technically, we are going
to take 152 names to the Board. We're not
a decision-making group. The Board has
given me an assurance that they will not
select from outside of that list"
Cost told Austin, "The faculty is par
ticularly sensitive."
Austin said, "Let me assure you that I am
sensitive."

Asked if the resumes of potential presi
dents would be available, Austin responded,
"I see no reason why they wouldn' t be. I see
no reason that we couldn't release the re
sumes. If we get to a later stage and I don't
do it, I expect to be asked why."
Austin also discussed the Title VI lawsuit
calling it a "terrible cloud that has been
hanging over our heads for the last ten
years."
He said he was impressed with the "spirit
of cooperation and mutual respect between
UAH and A&M."
"It's not my place to say where we are [in
the settlement negotiations] 'cause if I did,
we wouldn't be there," Austin said.
"We are concerned about what Carl
Marbury leaving has done to the negotia
tions," he said.
"At some point, there will be a time when
we can announce a tentative agreement,"he
said.
Austin praised Judge Murphy as a man of
integrity, sense and honor and said he was
"much more comfortable" about the law
suit now than he had been prior to the court
case resuming.
Austin also talked about the 3.72 percent
proration. He said that with a "3.7 percent
reduction in the beginning of a fiscal year,
it doesn' t takea rocket scientist to understand
we are really talking about 4.9 or 5 percent.
We don't have the dollars to do the things
we would like to do."
In discussing the overall budget at UAH,
Austin said, "I want to thank the three
people on this platform [president Joseph
Moquin, Provost John K. Yost, and Faculty
Senate President Cost] and all of you who
have been in leadership roles."
Austin said there were two problems at
UAH - one a cash-flow problem caused by
overspending, and one a structural problem
caused by underfinancing.
He said that UAH's inability to meet the
payroll had nothing to do with the dollar
balance sheet at UAH, but "had to do with
the state not honoring warrants presented."
Austin said that UAH was "kind of a
victim of its own success." Buildings at
UAB and UAT were built with state funds
while UAH has had to borrow the money to
build it's buildings. Austin said, "we need
S3.5 million permanent adjustment at
UAH."
Austin talked about the economic future
of higher institutions. He said, "institutions
will have to fill certain niches...institutions
are going to have to be specialized. We

Dr. Tom Cost & Dr. Philip Austin
don't need to have PhD or masters programs in all of these areas."
Austin said, "It would be at our peril if we
forget aboutUAH'sorigins. Whilel support
more out-of-state and more traditional stu
dents on campus, UAH began with parttime, evening, non-traditional students,
many of whom came from across the street.
It is they who allowed us to be what we are.
They are our bread and butter."
Austin said, "It's an understatement to
say this has been an eventful year." He
talked a little about the new interactive
telecommunications fiber optics that he
hopes will link the three campuses.
Austin concluded by saying "I know that I
say that aside from teaching and doing
research there is no reason for the Univer
sity to exist."
The first faculty questioner, Dr. Jack
Walker, said, "We should not overlook our
origins. We have a very, very strong grad
uate program. I think we're about to do
some damage to it with even thinking about

Photo by David Rogers
going to a semester system in an attempt to
appease another university."
Austin responded that he was aware that
the faculty supported a semester system but
that he had asked President Moquin to look
into delaying its implementation.
Cost said, "Did you say that the faculty
supported semesters?"
Austin said that it was reported to him by
an individual "who would remain anony
mous" that all of the faculty supported go
ing to semesters, but he had since been
informed that the faculty was deeply di
vided on the issue.
Austin said, "I do not believe that a move
to semesters is essential for UAH. I repeat,
it would be at our peril to ignore those folks
who gave us our start. This place operates
reasonably well with the current term sys
tem."
After the Chancellor's speech, the calen
dar impact committee met and it is reliably
reported that Yost was asked to request that
Moquin delay the move to semesters.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
FROM THE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
Due to circumstances
beyond our control,
Andrew Lloyd Webber's

SGA

Needs Student Representatives from
the Administrative Science (2) and
Engineering (1) colleges.
If you are interested, call 895-6375
or drop by the UC Room 106
for more information.

STARLIGHT EXPRESS

has been moved from
April 24
to February 26 and 27.
Ticket availability will be
announced
in the UC Lobby.
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Askamentov Gives Overview of USSR's Manned Space Program in the Second History Forum
by Department of History
The second History Forum speaker was
Dr. Valery Aksamentov, a Soviet specialist
in spaceengineering visiting UAH this year.
He gave an informative overview of his
country's manned space program. He re
minded us that although the Soviet Union
has been experiencing economic difficul
ties and political turmoil, it hascontinued to
make important contributions to space sci
ence.
The Soviet manned space program
achieved many "firsts" in space flight. At
the turn of the century Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky, a Russian mathematician, was
a pioneer in rocketry theory and design.The
Soviets put the first satellite, Sputnik, and
the first living creature, a dog, in orbit. In
1961 Yuri Gagarin became the first man to
orbit the earth. For good luck before their
missions, cosmonauts place flowers near
Gagarin's statue. The first woman and first
medical doctor in space were also Soviet.
Dr. Aksamentov pointed out many simi

larities between the Soviet and American
space programs. Both countries built new
facilities to construct machinery, traincrews,
test equipment, and launch spacecraft. They
developed similar equipment, like neutral
buoyancy water tanks to simulate zerogravity and centrifuges to prepare astro
nauts for the high gravity forces of liftoff
and landing.
Space technology in the USSR, how
ever, has differed in many ways from the
USA. The Soviet Union continued using a
basic rocket for over 30 years. By improv
ing thesame launch vehicle, they maintained
simplicity, enhanced reliability, and kept
costs low. The United States, in contrast,
abandoned its well-tested Saturn rockets
from the lunar program for the complicated
Shuttle. This change, Aksamentov believed,
had hurt American space efforts.
Different modes of landing crews also
led to technological differences. While the
United States brought down its Mercury,
Gemini, and Apollo craft on water, Soviet

crews returned to land. As a result, soviet
engineers developed shock-absorbing space
suits, and separate re-entry capsules.
He also described differences between
the two nation's space shuttles. The two
craft look alike and he acknowledged that
the Soviets copied the US Shuttle. But ap
pearances deceive. The American Shuttle
had reusable boosters and launch engines
on the orbiter. Soviet engineers deleted
these features, Aksamentov said, to keep
the vehicle simple and cheap. Unlike the
American Shuttle, the Soviet version could
use small thrusters to correct trajectory on
reentry; in 1988 these thrusters saved the
orbiter on its first and only flight. In addi
tion, the Soviet system had ejection seats
for crew safety and computers for auto
mated flight.
The great achievement of Soviet manned
space exploration, Aksamentov thought,
was its series of space stations. Their deci
sion to keep their launch vehicles simple
and cheap had helped them develop several

space stations for very long missions. As a
result, the Soviets became the leaders in
bio-medical studies of human life in zerogravity. They found that crew members,
after returning to earth from long stays in
space, suffered from calcium loss, muscle
atrophy, and breathing difficulty. To re
lieve these problems, the Soviets are cur
rently experimenting with exercise, special
clothing, and drugs.
Aksamentov concluded by noting that
economic troubles had forced funding cuts
in the Soviet space program. In response
their space agency was trying to raise
maoney by manufacturing crystals and
medicines aboard the space station and by
launching foreign payloads on Soviet
boosters.
Our thanks to Dr. Aksamentov for en
lightening us on such short notice. We re
gret, too, that we were unable to utilize the
talents of Dr. Vladimir Soloviev as the
result of a directive from the University
administration.

Nominations Sought for Leadership Awards
The Division of Student Affairs invites
you to nominate outstanding student lead
ers for the Student Affairs Leadership
Awards.
The purpose of this recognition is to
honor students who have significantly
contributed to the success of fellow students,
activities and organizations through their
unique qualifications of leadership. Three
categories of leadership awards will be
made.
Distinguished Leaders: A "Distin
guished Leader" will be recognized from

each of the following five areas: Student
Government Association; Greek Organiza
tions; Academic Clubs/Organizations;
Other Clubs/Organizations (not including
fraternities and sororities); and Recreation/
Fitness/Athletics. The intent of this recog
nition is to honor outstanding students who
have made a significant impact upon a
particular group.
Most Outstanding Student Leader: The
purpose of this recognition will be to honor
the student who has made a major impact
upon student life at the University. This
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individual must have made significant con
tributions which led to the betterment of
conditions and to the enhancement of the
general well-being of students at UAH, as
opposed to that of a particular group.
Outstanding Student Group Advisor: The
purpose of this recognition is to honor the
student group advisor who has made a ma
jor impact upon the nominating group, and
upon student life at UAH. This individual
must have assisted the student group in
some significant manner which resulted in
a definite improvement in, or accomplish

ment of, the student group.
Outstanding Freshman Leaders: The
UAH Lancers will present this award based
upon participation in and contributions to
UAH clubs, organizations and activities.
Nominations are currently being sought
for the awards. Nomination forms are
available at the University Center Infor
mation Desk or by phoning 895-6445 and a
form will be mailed to you. Nominations
are due by 12:00 noon, Monday, March 11,
1991 in the Office of Student Affairs,
University Center, Room 114.

Minutes of the SGA Legislative Session
for February 11, 1991

#9101 was distributed to the Legislature.
One of the Broadway Threatre League
productions has been moved up. They did
not inform the SGA of the date changes.
The tickets have not been received and the
production is in less than 2 weeks. The SGA
cannot get their money back on these tick
ets. Youngkin suggested that in the future
the SGA have a contract drawn up requiring
the refund of the money if the tickets are not
received at least 2 weeks before the per
formance.
Williams presented Desert Storm Tshirts. Individuals in the Legislature may
sell the shirts for $7.95 each. The Legisla
tures will not sell the shirts as a whole. The
money will go to support groups for fami
lies with loved ones in the Middle East.
Ceci distributed a financial update. 2/3
of the budget has been transfered into the
SGA account. The last 1/3 will betransfered
in June. Additional funds have entered the
account from purchase orders that were
never carried through and from club ac
counts that have not been used by inactive
clubs in the last year. Most of the club debts
listed at the end of the report will be cleared
up with the transfer of funds. These clubs
have been appropriated money but the funds
had not cleared. The extra money will be
used as seed money for next year's tickets.
Ceci was asked about taking the money
away from defunct clubs. He reported that
the money was budgeted for a specific
purpose. If the clubs do not use it for this
purpose they have no right to use the money
for other purposes.
Cobb asked if a SGA member must be a
student 3 out of the 4 quarters. Ditto an
swered that the Constitution does not state
this but it is possibly a University policy.
Everyone was asked to explore pos
sible meeting times for next quarter. Ditto
has a conflicting class. The day was tenta
tively set for Thursday nights.

The meeting was called to order at 8:40
pm. Present were Cobb, Conway, Gilmore,
Jackson, Krey, LaPointe, Miller, Price,
Wemie, Williams and Youngkin. Absent/
excused: Mann; Officers present: Ceci, Ditto
and Preston.
The SEDS gift request was brought to
the floor. SEDS is requesting $3500 to use
as prize money for their Von Braun
Monument competition. Cobb asked about
the SGA's financial position. Ceci answered
that although the present situation is good,
the budget would have to beshifted to allow
for the full amount. Cobb (Conway) made a
motion to limit the discussion to 10 minutes.
[4,5,2] The prize money has already been
announced but thereis a clause allowing for
the competition to be cancelled at any time.
Local architects have not been approached
and the contest has not been announced on
the UAH campus. It was announced that
SEDS has already received $800 this fiscal
year. The contest will run through April 19.
TheSEDS representativedidnotknow what
the backup plan for raising the money is.
Cobb (Williams) made a motion to appro
priate $350 for this purpose. Miller made an
additional stipulation that the money be
returned if the competition is cancelled.
[8,0,3] Ceci announced that the money will
remain in Contingency I until the contest is
ended.
ihe Bowling Club requested a gift re
quest of $400 for the expenses accrued
while attending a competition at Troy. The
club has raised $1100 but has spent that
money on 2 conference trips in Nashville.
The Appropriations Committee suggested
they be awarded the full amount. William
(Gilmore) made a motion to approve this
amount [8,1,2]
The revised version of Voice Resolution

Members of the exponent, ACE, SGA, and CKI
will be selling 3 different T-shirts in the UC Lobby
beginning Thursday, February 21, 1991 10-1 p.m.
and continuing Tuesday through Friday 10-1 p.m.
until the end of the term.
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The cost of the shirts is $7.95.
$3.70 from each sale will be donated to support
the families of service personnel. No money
from this sale will be retained by any
student organization.
The shirts are printed front and back with puff-paint

,0UR TROOPS
FRONT PRINT

BACK PRINT

"HELICOPTER" design not shown.
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The sale of these shirts by the members of these organizations is voluntary. This sale
is for the purpose of supporting families and is not to be taken as an endorsement by
UAH or these student organizations of any particular political decision by any governmental agency
for or against the war in the Persian Gulf.

